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SCOPING MISSION TO ASSESS THE FEASIBILITY OF PRIMATE COMMUNITY STUDIES AT HIN NAM NO NATIONAL PROTECTED AREA 
Executive Summary 

Experts: Andreas Koenig and Carola Borries, Department of Anthropology, Stony Brook University, New York 

Time frame of field work: 27th December 2019 – 9th January 2018 

Visited areas in Hin Nam No: Nong Seng/Nong No & Nong Ping 

Objective 

This scoping mission aimed to evaluate the primatology research needs for the UNESCO World Heritage 

nomination and the feasibility of primate surveys in Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN NPA). Assessments 

of sample collections, data collection regimes, personnel, and equipment for further studies were made. 

Recommendations 

Education and equipment of rangers 

The most important tool for successful species identification is a pair of binoculars with at least a 10-fold 

magnification and light-intense lenses. For documentation purposes, a camera (even if built into a mobile phone) 

would also be an essential piece of equipment to bring to the forest. A basic training can emphasize the 

importance of moving quietly, remaining motionless when near a shy group of primates etc.. 

Sample collection for species identification 

Species identification requires sample collection (e.g., photographs, genetic samples), ideally both photographs or 

skins of animals for taxonomic identification as well as biological samples for genetic verification. In both cases, it is 

important to have geo-referenced data in order to solve any uncertainty about distribution. 

Given a potential east-west gradient for Trachypithecus ebenus (Black Langur) and a north-south gradient for 

Nomascus siki (White-cheeked Gibbon) samples need to be obtained from multiple locations from north to south 

and east to west, e.g., a minimum of 3 from north to south and a minimum of 2 to 3 from east to west. For all 

other species, 1 to 3 samples from a few select places of known occurrence will suffice. 

Given the shyness of all primates we suggest a short-term and a long-term strategy for species identification 

outlined in the following: 

Short-term strategies 

In the short term, a first genetic and distribution assessment could be done using so-called environmental DNA 

(eDNA) from soil samples. If samples are collected systematically throughout the park this could clarify the 

presence of species and may allow for genetic comparisons to other populations or species, e.g., comparisons to 

known Trachypithecus and Nomascus species.  

Longer-term strategies 

• The existing protocol for ranger patrols should be amended. For example, the rangers should carry standard 
questionnaires when on patrol to be filled out for every encounter with primates separately 

• The rangers should be trained in survey techniques and species recognition.  
 

• In suitable areas, line transects (and or listening posts or both) should be established and monitored on a few 
days each month. Done over 2-3 successive seasons this would provide all necessary data. 

• This would require training a small group of personnel to conduct this type of data collection. 
 

“Modified line transect sampling” could be used: 

• In addition to species etc., rangers would have to collect the typical line transect data (e.g., distance to animal, 
distance from trail, angle to transect etc.) when detecting primates. 



• This would require training the rangers in techniques to conduct this type of data collection. In addition, they 
would require additional equipment such as compass and range finders to measure angles and distances. 

 

Additional strategies 

• Like listening posts can be used to “trap” vocalizations like camera traps capture pictures of animals. Under 
the assumption that each group is captured, this would allow to calculate group densities. While population 
density estimates would still require an estimate of average group size, like occupancy models this would 
allow to track changes over time. 



ການສາໍຫວຼດເບ ື່ອງຕົົ້ນໃນການປະເມນີຄວາມເປນັໄປໄດກ້ຽ່ວກບັການສກຶສາຊມຸຊນົຂອງສດັທີື່ລຽ້ງລກູດວຍ້ນໍໍ້ານມົທີື່
ຄາ້ຍຄ ກບັມະນດຸ ໃນປ່າສະຫງວນແຫງ່ຊາດຫນີໜາມໜ ໍ່ 

ບົດສະຫຼຸບໂດຍຫຍ ໍ້ 

ຊ່ຽວຊານ: ທ່ານ Andreas Koening ແລະ Carola Borries, ພະແນກມະນຸດວິທະຍາ, ມາຫາວິທະຍາໄລ 

Stony Brook, New York 

ໄລຍະເວລາວຽກພາກສະໜາມ: 27th ທັນວາ 2019 – 9th ມັງກອນ 2018 

ພ ົ້ນທີື່ສໍາຫຼວດໃນປ່າສະຫງວນແຫ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່: ບ້ານ ໜອງແສງ/ໜອງໂນ ແລະ ບ້ານ ໜອງປິງ 

ຈດຸປະສງົ 

ການສໍາຫຼວດນີົ້ແມ່ນມີຈຸດປະສົງເພ ື່ອປະເມີນຄວາມຕ້ອງການການສຶກສາຄົົ້ນຄ້ວາສັດລ້ຽງລູກດວ້ຍນໍໍ້ານົມທີື່ຄ້າຍຄ 
ມະນຸດສໍາລັບນໍາໃຊ້ເຂົົ້າໃນການສະເໜີຊ ື່ເຂົົ້າເປັນມ ລະດົກໂລກໃຫ້ກັບອົງການຢູເນັດໂກ ແລະ ສຶກສາຄວາມເປັນໄປໄດ້
ກ່ຽວກັບການສໍາຫຼວດສັດລ້ຽງລູກດວ້ຍນໍໍ້ານົມທີື່ຄ້າຍຄ ມະນຸດໃນເຂດປ່າສະຫງວນແຫ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ ແລະ ໄດ້ມີ
ການປະເມີນການເກັບກໍາຕົວຢ່າງ, ຂອບເຂດການເກັບກໍາຂໍ້ ມູນ, ບຸກລະກອນ ແລະ ອຸປະກອນສໍາລັບການສຶກສາໃນຕ ໍ່
ໜ້າ. 

ຄາໍແນະນາໍ 
ການສຶກສາ ແລະ ອຸປະກອນສໍາລັບທີມງານລາດຕະເວນ 
ເຄ ື່ອງມ ທີື່ສໍາຄັນທີື່ສຸດສໍາລັບການຈໍາແນກຊະນິດພັນໃຫ້ປະສົບຜົນສໍາເລັດແມ່ນ ກ້ອງຊ່ອງໄລຍະທາງໄກທີື່ມີເລັນ
ຂະຫຍາຍຢ່າງໜ້ອຍ 10 ເທົົ່າ ແລະ ເປັນເລັນທີື່ມີຄວາມສະຫວ່າງແຈ້ງດີ. ສໍາລັບຈຸດປະສົງໃນການບັນທຶກຂ ໍ້ມູນ, 
ກ້ອງຖ່າຍຮູບ (ກ້ອງໂທລະສັບ) ກ ໍ່ເປັນອຸປະກອນທີື່ສໍາອັນອີກອັນໜຶື່ງທີື່ຈະນໍາໃຊ້ຢູ່ປ່າ. ການຝຶກອົບຮົມພ ົ້ນຖານທີື່
ສາມາດເນັົ້ນເຖິງຄວາມສໍາຄັນຂອງການເຄ ື່ອນຍ້າຍແບບງຽບໆ, ການຢູ່ແບບບ ໍ່ມີການເຄ ື່ອນໄຫວໃນເມ ື່ອຢູ່ໃກ້ກັບກຸ່ມ
ສັດທີື່ລ້ຽງລູກດວ້ຍນໍໍ້ານົມຄ້າຍຄ ມະນຸດທີື່ມີອາການອາຍ ແລະ ອ ື່ນໆ 

 

ການເກັບກໍາຕົວຢ່າງສໍາລັບການຈໍາແນກຊະນິດພັນ 
ການຈໍາແນກຊະນິດພັນຈໍາເປັນຕ້ອງໄດ້ມີການເກັບກໍາຕົວຢ່າງ (ຕົວຢ່າງ, ຮູບພາບ, ແບບຢ່າງດ້ານກໍາມະພັນ), ໂດຍທົົ່ວ
ໄປແລ້ວ ທັງຮູບພາບ ຫຼ  ໜັງຂອງສັດແມ່ນເກັບໄວ້ສໍາລັບການຈໍາແນກດ້ານການຈັດປະເພດຂອງຊະນິດພັນ ແລະ 
ຕົວຢ່າງທາງດ້ານຊີວະວະຍາສໍາລັບການຢັັ້ງຢືນທາງດ້ານກໍາມະພັນ. ໃນກ ລະນີທັງສອງນີົ້ ສິື່ງທີື່ສໍາຄັນແມ່ນຕ້ອງມີຂ ໍ້ມູນ
ການອ້າງອີງທາງດ້ານພູມສາດ ເພ ື່ອທີື່ຈະແກ້ໄຂບັນຫາຕ່າງໆທີື່ບ ໍ່ລະອຽດຊັດເຈນກ່ຽວກັບການແຈກຢາຍຂອງສັດ. 

ຕົວຢ່າງຂອງພ ົ້ນທີື່ຊັນທາງດ້ານຕາເວັນອອກ-ຕາເວັນຕົກອາດຈະເປັນເຂດສໍາລັບໂຄ່ງ ແລະ ພ ົ້ນທີື່ຊັນທາງດ້ານເໜ ອ-ໃຕ້
ແມ່ນເຂດພ ົ້ນທີື່ສໍາລັບທະນີແກ້ມຂາວ ຈໍາເປັນຕ້ອງໄດ້ມາຈາກຫຼາຍສະຖານທີື່ແຕ່ທາງພາກເໜ ອຫາໃຕ້ ແລະ ແຕ່ພາກ



ຕາເວັນອອກ ຫາ ພາກຕາເວັນຕົກ. ຕົວຢ່າງ, ຈໍານວນໜ້ອຍສຸດ 3 ຕົວຢ່າງ ຈາກເໜ ອຫາໃຕ້ ແລະ ຈໍານວນໜ້ອຍສຸດ 
2 ຫາ 3 ຕົວຢ່າງຈາກພາກຕາເວັນອອກ ຫາ ຕາເວັນຕົກ. ສໍາລັບຊະນິດພັນອ ື່ນໆທັງໝົດແມ່ນ 1 ຫາ 3 ຕົວຢ່າງຈາກ
ສະຖານທີື່ທີື່ເລ ອກຈໍານວນໜຶື່ງທີື່ຮັບຮູ້ວ່າມີການພົບເຫັນອາດຈະພຽງພ . 

ເນ ື່ອງຈາກຄວາມຂີົ້ອາຍຂອງສັດລ້ຽງລູກດ້ວຍນໍໍ້ານົມທີື່ຄ້າຍຄ ມະນຸດທັງໝົດ ພວກເຮົາຂ ແນະນໍາກ່ຽວກັບຍຸດທະສາດ
ໄລຍະສັົ້ນ ແລະ ໄລຍະຍາວສໍາລັບການຈໍາແນກຊະນິດພັນ ເຊິື່ງໄດ້ລະບຸໄວ້ດັົ່ງລຸ່ມນີົ້: 

ຍຸດທະສາດໄລຍະສັົ້ນ 
ໃນໄລຍະສັົ້ນ, ຄວນຈະມີການເຮັດການປະເມີນການແຈກຢາຍ ແລະ ກໍາມະພັນຂອງສັດກ່ອນໂດຍນໍາໃຊ້ວິທີການທີື່ເອີົ້ນ
ວ່າ ເທັກໂນໂລຢີໃໝ່ຊ່ວຍໃນການລະບຸ DNA ຈາກຕົວຢ່າງດິນ (eDNA). ຖ້າຫາກໄດ້ມີການເກັບກໍາເອົາບັນດາ

ຕົວຢ່າງຢ່າງເປັນລະບົບໃນທົ່ົວເຂດປ່າສະຫງວນ ນີົ້ອາດຈະຊ່ວຍອະທິບາຍຢ່າງຈະແຈ້ງກ່ຽວກັບການມີຢູ່ຂອງຊະນິດພັນ 
ແລະ ອາດອໍານວຍຄວາມສະດວກໃນການສົມທຽບດ້ານກໍາມະພັນຂອງສັດກັບ ຈໍານວນປະຊາກອນອ ື່ນໆ ຫຼ  ຊະນິດພັນ. 
ຕົວຢ່າງ. ການສົມທຽບຊະນິດພັນທະນີ ແລະ ໂຄ່ງ. 

ຍຸດທະສາດໄລຍະຍາວ 
• ຄວນມີການແກ້ໄຂ/ດັດປັບກົດລະບຽບການລາດຕະເວນທີື່ມີຢູ່ຂອງທີມງານກວດກາລາດຕະເວນ ຕົວຢ່າງ: ນັກ

ລາດຕະເວນຄວນມີແບບຟອມເກັບກໍາຂ ໍ້ມູນມາດຕະຖານໃນເວລາດໍາເນີນການລາດຕະເວນຈະຕ້ອງໄດ້ມີການ
ບັນທຶກຂ ໍ້ມູນສິື່ງທີື່ພົບເຫັນສັດລຽ້ງລູກດວ້ຍນໍໍ້ານົມທີື່ຄ້າຍຄ ມະນຸດໃນແຕ່ລະບ່ອນ. 

 

• ທີມງານລາດຕະເວນຄວນໄດ້ຮັບການຝຶກອົບຮົມກ່ຽວກັບເຕັກນິກການສໍາຫຼວດຕ່າງໆ ແລະ ການຮັບຮູ້ກ່ຽວກັບ
ຊະນິດພັນສັດປ່າ 
 

• ໃນພ ົ້ນທີື່ທີື່ເໝາະສົມຄວນມີການສ້າງ ແລະ ຕິດຕາມກວດກາຕາມແລວສໍາຫຼວດ (ແລະ/ຫຼ  ຈຸດຟັງສຽງສັດຮອ້ງ ຫຼ  
ທັງສອງ)ເປັນເວລາສອງສາມມ ົ້ໃນແຕ່ລະເດ ອນ ປະຕິບັດ 2-3 ລະດູຢ່າງຕ ໍ່ເນ ື່ອງ ນີົ້ອາດຈະໃຫ້ຂ ໍ້ມູນທີື່ຈໍາເປັນທັງໝົ
ດໄດ້. 

 
• ຈະຕ້ອງມີການຝຶກອົບຮົມບຸກຄະລະກອນກຸ່ມນ້ອຍ ເພ ື່ອດໍາເນີນການເກັບກໍາຂ ໍ້ມູນປະເພດນີົ້. 

 

ຈະມີການນໍາໃຊ້ “ການເກັບຕົວຢ່າງຕາມແລວສໍາຫຼວດມີການດັດປັບ”ຄ : 

• ນອກຈາກຊະນິດພັນແລ້ວ ທີມງານລາດຕະເວນອາດຈະຕ້ອງເກັບກໍາຂ ໍ້ມູນແລ້ວສໍາຫຼວດ (ຕົວຢ່າງ, ໄລຍະຫ່າງຈາກ
ສັດປ່າ, ໄລຍະຫ່າງຈາກເສັົ້ນທາງສໍາຫຼວດ, ມູມຂອງແຫຼວສໍາຫຼວດ ແລະ ອ ື່ນໆ) ໃນເມ ື່ອກວດພົບສັດລ້ຽງ
ລູກດວ້ຍນໍໍ້ານົມທີື່ຄ້າຍຄ ມະນຸດ. 



• ຄວນຈະມີການຝຶກອົບຮົມໃຫ້ກັບທີມງານລາດຕະເວນກ່ຽວກັບເຕັກນິກໃນການດໍາເນີນການເກັບກໍາຂ ໍ້ມູນປະເພດ
ນີົ້. ນອກຈາກນັົ້ນ ພວກເຂົາເຈົົ້າຄວນຈະມີອຸປະກອນເພີື່ມຕ ື່ມອີກເຊັົ່ນວ່າ ເຂັມທິດ, ກ້ອງຊ່ອງໄລຍະທາງໄກສໍາລັບ
ການລາດຕະເວນເພ ື່ອວັດແທກໄລຍະຂອງມູມ ແລະ ໄລຍະຫ່າງໃນການສໍາຫຼວດ. 

 

ຍຸດທະສາດອ ື່ນໆ 
• ເຊັົ່ນວ່າ ຈຸດຟັງສຽງສັດຮ້ອງສາມາດນໍາໃຊ້ເປັນ “ດັກຈັບ” ສຽງຮ້ອງຂອງສັດ ເຊັົ່ນວ່າ ກ້ອງດັກຖ່າຍສັດປ່າທີື່ບັນທຶກ

ຮູບພາບຂອງສັດປ່າ. ຖ້າສົມມຸດວ່າແຕ່ລະກຸ່ມໄດ້ບັນທຶກຮູບພາບໄວ້ ນີົ້ອາດຈະເຮັດໃຫ້ການຄິດໄລ່ຄວາມແໜ່ນໜ
າຂອງກຸ່ມໄດ້ ພ້ອມກັບການຄາດຄະເນຄວາມໜ້າແໜ້ນຂອງປະຊາກອນອາດຈະຍັງຈໍາເປັນຕ້ອງມີການຄາດຄະເນ
ຂະໜາດຂອງກຸ່ມແບບສະເລ່ຍ ຕົວຢ່າງ ຮູບແບບຈໍາລອງນີົ້ ອາດຈະຊ່ວຍໃນການຕິດຕາມການປ່ຽນແປງໃນແຕ່ລະ
ໄລຍະ. 
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OBJECTIVE AND SCHEDULE 

Objective 

This scoping mission aimed to evaluate the primatology research needs for the UNESCO World 
Heritage nomination and the feasibility of primate surveys in Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN 
NPA from here on). Assessments of sample collections, data collection regimes, personnel, and 
equipment for further studies as well as preparing for sample export etc. were made.  

Schedule 

We arrived in Laos on December 27, 2017 (Table 1). Following meetings at the GIZ office in 
Thakhek, we went on two field trips first in the Nong No / Nong Seng area (3 days in the forest) and then 
in the Nong Ping area (5 days in the forest). Afterwards we reported on our first impressions at the GIZ 
office in Thakhek. All in-country travel, guesthouses, and forest teams were thankfully arranged by the 
GIZ office to our fullest satisfaction. 

 
Table 1. Schedule and activities during the scoping mission 

Date Places Activity 
December 23, 2017 • New York to Bangkok • travel (arrival Dec 25 morning) 
December 25-26, 2017 • Bangkok • shopping for gear and supplies 
December 27, 2017 • Bangkok to Nakhon Phanom 

• Nakhon Phanom to Thakhek 
• Thakhek 
 
 
• Thakhek to Langkhang 

• travel 
• travel 
• meeting at GIZ office 
• meeting with Mr. Sisomphone 

(Dept. of Forestry) 
• travel 

December 28, 2017 • Langkhang to Nong No 
• start field work (9:40) 

• travel 
• field day 1 

December 29, 2017 • Nong No / Nong Seng area • field day 2 
December 30, 2017 • arrival Nong Seng (13:30) 

• Nong Seng to Langkhang 
• field day 3 
• travel 

December 31, 2017 • Langkhang • resting, field gear maintenance 
January 1, 2018 • Langkhang to Bualapha • travel 
January 2, 2018 • Bualapha to Nong Ping 

• start field work (9:25) 
• travel 
• field day 1 

January 3-5, 2018 • Nong Ping area • field day 2-4 
January 6, 2018 • arrival Nong Ping (11:25) 

• Nong Ping to Bualapha 
• field day 5 
• travel 

January 7, 2018 • Bualapha to Thakhek • travel 
January 8, 2018 • Thakhek • meeting at GIZ office 
January 9, 2018 • Thakhek to Nakhon Phanom 

• Nakhon Phanom to Bangkok 
• travel 
• travel 

January 12, 2018 • Bangkok to New York • travel 
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ASSESSMENTS 

Primate species status quo in the scientific literature 

Based on previous descriptions (Timmins and Khounboline 1996; Phiapalath 2009; Mittermeier et al. 
2013; Roos et al. 2013) and using the taxonomies provided in Mittermeier et al. (2013) and Roos et al. 
(2013) HNN NPA likely harbors two Lorisidae (Nycticebus bengalensis (IUCN status: vulnerable), Ny. 
pygmaeus (vulnerable)), five Cercopithecinae (Macaca leonina (vulnerable), M. assamensis (near 
threatened), M. arctoides (vulnerable), M. fascicularis (least concern), M. mulatta (least concern)), two 
Colobinae (Pygathrix nemaeus (endangered), Trachypithecus ebenus (not listed; endangered for T. 
hatinensis)), and one Hylobatidae (Nomascus siki (endangered)). Some of the above-mentioned 
macaques are unconfirmed and one additional colobine has been suggested but is also unconfirmed (T. 
crepusculus (not listed; endangered for T. phayrei crepusculus)). Beyond the uncertainty in terms of 
presence or absence, for the following primates the actual species designation and distribution is 
unclear: 
• For T. ebenus two morphotypes have been described, which may suggest two species present in the 

area (either an undescribed species or one being T. laotum (to the west) or T. hatinensis (to the east 
and south) (IUCN 2017)). In addition, some authorities regard T. ebenus not as species but rather as 
subspecies of T. hatinensis (IUCN 2017). Thus, both the species designation and the distribution of 
these 4-2 species are currently unresolved. HNN NPA represents the geographical centerpiece in 
this uncertainty. 

• While a crested gibbon (Nomascus spp.) seems to be present in the area, previous reports describe 
the species as No. leucogenys (Phiapalath 2009). However, the white-cheeked crested gibbon (No. 
leucogenys) was recently subdivided into two species (northern white-cheeked crested gibbon (No. 
leucogenys) and southern white-cheeked crested gibbon (No. siki)). If the designation of species and 
their distribution is correct, the hylobatid species at HNN NPA would be No. siki. However, overall, 
the species status of No. siki is debated (possibly a hybrid species of No. leucogenys and No. 
annamensis). Moreover, given the discussion on species status, the northern and the southern range 
of the distribution is unclear (IUCN 2017). Again, HNN NPA represents the geographical centerpiece 
in this uncertainty. 
Overall, the number of primates at HNN NPA totals at least 10 species, which is an unusually high 

number. For an area at 17.5º northern latitude only 5-6 primate species are expected (Hassel-Finnegan 
et al. 2013). Importantly, some species, such as Py. nemaeus, T. ebenus, and No. siki, are endangered with 
small distribution and population sizes (IUCN 2017). Thus, HNN NPA represents a primate biodiversity 
hotspot and is of central importance in the taxonomy, phylogeny, and conservation of colobines and 
hylobatids. 

General set-up of the field trips 

Two forest trips were arranged through the GIZ office and included one guide, several rangers, and 
porters (altogether 11 people each time). While in the field, we took GPS points at the beginning and end 
of each day, at ca. 30-minute intervals throughout the day and at important locations (see Appendix 1 
and 2). For each GPS point we roughly described the topography, the forest, and suitability for survey 
work. Encounters with or vocalizations of primates were noted ad libitum (see Appendix 1 and 2). 

Topography and forest structure 

The areas visited ranged in altitude between 150 and 560 m asl (see Appendix 1 and 2). Large and 
steep cliffs/ outcrops alternated with gentle slopes, small or wide valleys and plateaus. Most of the area 
had a medium to steep slope and rather narrow valleys. We encountered only few long and wide valleys 
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or plateaus. While cliffs may provide good sleeping sites for most primates (except Lorisidae), both cliffs 
and steep, narrow valleys are unsuitable for many survey techniques, such as e.g., line transect sampling. 

Forest structure and composition appeared to us very similar to areas we are familiar with from 
Thailand roughly classified as dry evergreen and hill evergreen forest (Anonymous 2000). Both forest 
types can contain varying amounts of dipterocarp trees (e.g., Hopea spp., Dipterocarpus spp.) and 
bamboo (various species including giant bamboo). Dry evergreen forest usually contains higher amounts 
of Ficus spp., while hill evergreen forest can exhibit different types (i.e., drier on hill tops). 

Most of the area was a patchwork of dry and hill evergreen forest with varying degrees of bamboo, 
epiphytes, lianas, and understory. Judging by the tree species, genera, or families known to be food trees 
of primates, most of the area seemed suitable for leaf monkeys, macaques, and gibbons. However, while 
some areas had occasional tree falls, some had extensive tree falls; likely through previous storms. This 
was particularly obvious on Jan 4, 2018 in the Nong Ping area; around lat 17.4 N, long 105.9 E. Until 
regenerated, these areas are likely to have few leaf monkeys and gibbons, while macaques may be less 
affected. 

Primate encounters 

While we did not necessarily expect to see many primates, especially not while exploring the area in 
a team of 11 people, on two occasions we encountered red-shanked Douc langurs (Py. nemaeus). Both 
groups seemed relatively small (ca. 6-15 individuals) and each included at least one infant. In both cases, 
the langurs were very shy and attempted to get away from us as quickly as possible, so that a detailed 
assessment of the groups was impossible. 

On other occasions, we heard macaque, langur, and gibbon calls. The frequency of gibbon calls in 
the morning was relatively low. In other areas with white-handed gibbons (Hylobates lar) one can hear 
gibbons (almost) every morning. In HNN NPA this only happened on a few occasions and may be an 
indication of a low gibbon density. Alternatively, it is possible that No. siki calls rather infrequently. Thus 
far, it is unknown whether a Nomascus group calls on most mornings as for example white-handed 
gibbons do (Brockelman and Srikosamatara 1993). 

Camp sites and water issues 

For the most part, overnight stays in the forest were arranged at locations that seemed well-
established, i.e., with signs of repeated prior use. For longer-term and frequent stays at the same camp 
site this may create waste and hygienic issues. Both are easily addressable but should be taken into 
consideration. 

Except for day 1 of the second forest trip when camping at the banks of a river, accessing water for 
drinking and cooking remained a constant problem even causing changes in our travel route. As we 
visited during the middle of the dry season, any field work later in the dry season will have to face even 
fiercer water issues. One potential solution to enable consistent, future research work could be regular 
transports of drinking water to a central field camp. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Education and equipment of rangers 

During our forest trips we noticed, that the rangers had a keen interest in the surrounding nature 
and would exchange their knowledge on many occasions. This is a good foundation upon which to 
expand their knowledge about die identifying characteristic of the different primate species they are 
likely to encounter.  
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Arguably the most important tool for successful species identification is a pair of binoculars with at 
least a 10-fold magnification and light-intense lenses. For documentation purposes, a camera (even if 
built into a mobile phone) would also be an essential piece of equipment to bring to the forest. A basic 
training can emphasize the importance of moving quietly through the vegetation, hiding and remaining 
motionless when near a shy group of primates etc. Extended training in the forest itself within an area of 
interest will familiarize everybody with potential sleeping sites and preferred travel routes of individual 
groups which will make future sample collection all the more promising. 

Sample collection for species identification 

Species identification requires sample collection (e.g., photographs, genetic samples), ideally both 
photographs or skins of animals for taxonomic identification as well as biological samples for genetic 
verification and phylogenetic relationships to other species. In both cases, it is important to have geo-
referenced data in order to solve any uncertainty about distribution. 

Given a potential east-west gradient for T. ebenus and a north-south gradient for No. siki samples 
need to be obtained from multiple locations from north to south and east to west, e.g., a minimum of 3 
from north to south and a minimum of 2 to 3 from east to west. For all other species, 1 to 3 samples 
from a few select places of known occurrence will suffice. 

Given the shyness of all primates we suggest a short-term and a long-term strategy for species 
identification outlined in the following. 

 
Short-term strategies 

In the short term, a first genetic species and distribution assessment could be done using so-called 
environmental DNA (eDNA) from soil samples analyzed through DNA barcoding (Valentini et al. 2009; 
Nijman and Aliabadian 2010; Hajibabaei et al. 2011). If samples are collected systematically throughout 
the park this could clarify the presence of species and may allow for genetic comparisons to other 
populations or species, e.g., comparisons to known Trachypithecus and Nomascus species. The approach 
is particularly effective concerning species distributions / ranges which requires finding a genetic expert 
and funding for sampling and analyses. 

However, DNA barcoding has its problems especially when it comes to phylogenies, cryptic species, 
and taxonomic placement (Hajibabaei et al. 2006; Somervuo et al. 2017). One other problem is the lack 
of a taxonomic description of the phenotype. For example, if DNA differences along a gradient are 
found, differences in phenotypes still need to be described. Importantly, monitoring of populations via 
direct sampling (e.g., line transects) requires phenotypic identification of species, while misidentification 
can lead to biases in calculations of occupancy and abundance (see below). 

 
Longer-term strategies 

In the long term, it would be important to collect georeferenced biological samples (e.g., fecal 
samples for DNA extraction) from individuals that can be described phenotypically; e.g., through 
detailed photographs.  

This longer-term goal could be achieved through multiday forest trips of small teams (3-5 
individuals) operating from a central, temporary camp site. These teams will try to locate groups, to take 
photographs, and to collect fecal samples. Known sleeping sites but also morning calls are a good 
starting point for initially locating groups. 

To achieve this goal, it would be necessary to have a dedicated group of rangers and to find funding 
and one individual with a strong background in primatology, interest in taxonomy and genetics (perhaps 
a PhD student), who would be in charge of the sample collection. 
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Data collection regimes for primate densities 

Assessing the abundance and density of species requires survey work with data collection regimes 
fitting to the lifestyle of the targeted species (e.g., activity rhythms, home range size, etc. (National 
Research Council US 1981; Peres 1999; White and Edwards 2000)). For many primate species, line 
transect sampling provides the most reliable estimates of density (National Research Council US 1981). 
For species with loud calls, if those calls occur regularly and predictably, listening posts can be used 
(Brockelman and Srikosamatara 1993). Although both of these methods are possible at HNN NPA, there 
are potential pitfalls: 
• Given the topography, much of the area is unsuitable for line transect sampling, because a standard 

pace and quiet walking is difficult. However, at least two of the areas we visited may be suitable. 
Thus, line transect sampling is possible but limited to a few select areas.  

• To obtain high-quality reliable data through line transect sampling, several prerequisites have to be 
fulfilled. Among other things, the density of groups must be high enough relative to the transect 
length so that a reasonable sample size can be reached. Given that densities are unknown, this is a 
time-consuming and costly strategy with uncertain outcome. Nevertheless, if the sample size is 
adequate, line transect data are the most reliable.  

• For gibbons (and perhaps langurs) loud calls could perhaps be used to assess group densities. 
However, in both cases, the frequency of the calls is unknown, making it almost impossible to 
calculate densities. For example, Hatinh langurs (T. hatinhensis) call in the morning (and less often in 
the afternoon) (Haus et al. 2009a), but whether this is a daily occurrence is unknown. It is currently 
also unknown if the calls of the two langur species can reliably be distinguished based on acoustic 
features alone. 
Given the topography and the lack of some data we suggest a short-term and a long-term strategy 

for acquiring and monitoring primate occupancy (presence-absence) and abundance (density): 
 

Short-term strategies 
In the short-term, the existing data on primate sightings during ranger patrols can be used to make 

first estimates of occupancy (Bailey et al. 2014). In this case, the whole park would have to be divided 
into (arbitrary) sampling units. The patrols would be treated as samples. Repeated patrols over a certain 
amount of time are to be summed up to reveal the occupancy state for each unit. Such an approach 
would allow to monitor changes in occupancy over time.  

The additional benefits of such an approach are twofold: (i) Under the assumption of a positive 
occupancy-abundance relationship (Gaston et al. 2000), any changes in occupancy directly track changes 
in abundance. Thus, occupancy can be used to monitor the development of populations without 
knowing actual abundance. (ii) Under certain conditions these estimates may be turned into abundance 
estimates (He et al. 2002). 

The pitfalls of this approach are the stringent assumptions of occupancy models which may not be 
fulfilled (Bailey et al. 2014). For example, misidentification of species must be low or non-existent, 
because this would otherwise bias results. Only an analysis of the existing data would allow to see if 
occupancy models can be used for this dataset. 

In addition, the assumption of a positive relationship between occupancy and abundance needs to 
be tested. While the relationship is positive for many populations and species, other than positive 
relationships between occupancy and abundance do not allow for tracking abundance via occupancy 
(Steenweg et al. 2018). 

 
Longer-term strategies 

Given the above suggestions, in the longer term, it seems advisable to revise and extend the data 
collection.  
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First and foremost, it should be assured that the assumptions of occupancy models are not violated. 
Given the problems assessing population densities parkwide, occupancy models provide the easiest way 
of tracking population developments. To follow this suggestion the following should be implemented: 
• The existing protocol for ranger patrols should be adjusted to avoid violation of the assumption of 

occupancy models (Bailey et al. 2014). For example, the rangers should carry standard questionnaires 
when on patrol to be filled out for every encounter with primates separately. Such questionnaires 
should include questions about crucial traits of the different species, which would allow checking 
species assignments retrospectively (to avoid or identify misidentification of species). 

• The rangers should be trained in survey techniques and species recognition. This does not only lower 
misidentification probabilities but also avoids violation of another assumption (i.e., heterogeneity of 
detection probabilities). 
 
Secondly, as mentioned above, occupancy does not necessarily track abundance. Thus, it would be 

important to understand the relationship between occupancy and abundance. Density data, even for just 
a few areas, would allow to study this relationship and would go a long way in providing general 
estimates of parkwide densities. To follow this suggestion the following should be implemented: 
• In suitable areas, line transects (and or listening posts or both) should be established and monitored 

on a few days each month. Done over 2-3 successive seasons this would provide all necessary data. 
• This would require training a small group of personnel to conduct this type of data collection. 

 
These latter suggestions are variations of methods that have been previously used in limestone areas 

of Fusui Nature Reserve (China) and Phong Nha – Ke Bang National Park (Vietnam) (Li and Rogers 2007; 
Haus et al. 2009a; Haus et al. 2009b). In both cases, point counts and Recce walks (White and Edwards 
2000) were used (the latter were called line transect or modified line transect sampling), to arrive at 
abundance measures (group and population estimates). Like listening posts, point counts require a 
vantage point from which a larger area can be observed. This appears to be a method that would be 
difficult to implement. Still, it might be worthwhile to check the topography if such a method is possible. 
In some of the areas surveyed. cliffs seem to be close enough to oversee multiple sleeping sites on cliffs 
(Haus et al. 2009a). The “modified line transect sampling” could be used as an alternative to the above 
suggested line transects. In such a case, the ranger patrols would be turned into Recce walks: 
• In addition to species etc., rangers would have to collect the typical line transect data (e.g., distance 

to animal, distance from trail, angle to transect etc.) when detecting primates. 
• This would require training the rangers in techniques to conduct this type of data collection. In 

addition, they would require additional equipment such as compass and range finders to measure 
angles and distances. 
 
It is noteworthy that  

• modified transect sampling (aka Recce walks) are typically less accurate and precise than standard 
line transect sampling. Especially when walking in larger groups it is likely that primates detect 
rangers early and hide. 

• the above-mentioned strategies only work for diurnal primates. They do not cover the nocturnal 
Lorisidae. The only option here is to conduct transect or trail walks during the night (National 
Research Council US 1981) or to use eDNA (see below). 
 

Additional strategies 
It needs to be mentioned that progress in sampling and analytical procedures allow to utilize two 

more strategies, both relying on capture-recapture methods and/ or occupancy models. 
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• Like listening posts, passive detectors such as microphone arrays can be used to “trap” vocalizations 
like camera traps capture pictures of animals (Efford et al. 2009). Under the assumption that each 
group is captured, this would allow to calculate group densities. While population density estimates 
would still require an estimate of average group size, like occupancy models this would allow to 
track changes over time. 

• The model by Efford et al. (2009) can also be directly applied to eDNA. In contrast to the absence-
presence of species in the park (see above), this would require a (much) higher number of samples 
(number of grid cells and samples needs to be determined) and would not provide abundance. 
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APPENDIX 1. Waypoints and landscape characteristics trip 1 (Nong No / Nong Seng area) 

date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 

28-Dec-17 9:40 17.528 105.810 85997 38122 172 
Nong No 
village     

28-Dec-17 10:11 17.519 105.812 86170 37159 159 river crossing     
28-Dec-17 10:42 17.518 105.811 86035 37035 196 climbing up little vegetation   
28-Dec-17 11:13 17.517 105.810 85980 36936 277 climbing up little vegetation   

28-Dec-17 11:43 17.515 105.811 86084 36719 322 climbing up 

dry evergreen like 
forest incl. giant 
bamboo and Diospyros 
spp.   

28-Dec-17 12:20 17.514 105.811 86071 36588 403 climbing up 

dry evergreen like 
forest incl. giant 
bamboo and Diospyros 
spp. heard macaques? 

28-Dec-17 13:13 17.513 105.811 86108 36514 452 climbing up 

dry evergreen like 
forest incl. giant 
bamboo and Diospyros 
spp.   

28-Dec-17 13:43 17.512 105.810 86034 36407 501 reached top 

dry evergreen like 
forest incl. giant 
bamboo and Diospyros 
spp.   

28-Dec-17 16:56 17.508 105.812 86188 35984 551 camp 1 near cave of Mr. Singh   
29-Dec-17 8:04 17.508 105.812 86188 35984 551 camp 1 near cave of Mr. Singh   

29-Dec-17 8:34 17.505 105.811 86105 36444 547 downhill 

dry evergreen like 
forest with Ficus and 
Lagerstroemia 
(regenerating?)   

29-Dec-17 9:02 17.503 105.812 86224 35388 547 valley same but with tree falls   
29-Dec-17 9:34 17.501 105.812 86241 35133 518 along valley same but with tree falls heard gibbons? 

29-Dec-17 10:05 17.499 105.812 86173 34906 484 
down into 
valley hill evergreen like forest   
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date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 

29-Dec-17 10:36 17.498 105.810 86037 34835 458 
down into 
valley 

hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo   

29-Dec-17 11:05 17.498 105.808 85788 34777 423 valley 
hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo   

29-Dec-17 11:42 17.494 105.805 85415 34434 487 close to camp 
hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo   

29-Dec-17 12:10 17.493 105.804 85356 34314 482 camp 2 
hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo   

30-Dec-17 7:54 17.493 105.804 85356 34314 482 camp 2 
hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo heard gibbons? 

30-Dec-17 8:32 17.498 105.802 85107 34805 466 hill 
hill evergreen like forest 
with giant bamboo   

30-Dec-17 9:00 17.502 105.800 84882 35234 387 open valley 

dry evergreen like 
forest with Hopea and 
Lagerstroemia good spot for transect! 

30-Dec-17 9:34 17.506 105.799 84825 35746 407 small ridge 

dry evergreen like 
forest with Hopea and 
Lagerstroemia trail well developed 

30-Dec-17 10:02 17.507 105.797 84642 35845 367 small valley 

dry evergreen like 
forest with Hopea and 
Lagerstroemia garbage on trail 

30-Dec-17 10:20 17.509 105.797 84623 36048 426 after ascent hill evergreen like, dry   
30-Dec-17 10:32 17.510 105.797 84587 36159 429 hill hill evergreen like, dry   
30-Dec-17 11:03 17.514 105.795 84362 36617 420 hill hill evergreen like, dry   
30-Dec-17 11:32 17.517 105.793 84212 36968 418 hill hill evergreen like, dry   

30-Dec-17 12:32 17.518 105.793 84146 37078 355 going down 
dry evergreen like 
forest   

30-Dec-17 12:55 17.519 105.793 84184 37163 275 going down 
dry evergreen like 
forest   
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APPENDIX 2. Waypoints and landscape characteristics trip 2 (Nong Ping area) 

date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 
2-Jan-18 9:25 17.370 105.821 87205 20657 157 Nong Ping   

2-Jan-18 9:51 17.372 105.833 88463 20918 179 cave at NP   

2-Jan-18 10:12 17.366 105.845 89725 20192 211 end of fields 

soon after giant bamboo 
with some trees (e.g., 
Hopea)  

2-Jan-18 10:44 17.369 105.848 90099 20533 372 first hill top   

2-Jan-18 11:16 17.372 105.850 90317 20874 410 ridge 

in between many tree 
falls; Lagerstroemia, 
Ficus, bamboo  

2-Jan-18 11:54 17.372 105.858 91149 20874 407 next ridge 

top with dry hill 
evergreen like forest: 
Hopea, Dipterocarpus, 
shrubs  

2-Jan-18 12:06 17.372 105.860 91393 20905 397 on slope 
tree fall and giant 
bamboo  

2-Jan-18 12:53 17.372 105.866 91947 20956 438 along ridge 

hill evergreen like (dry) 
with patches of bamboo 
and tree falls  

2-Jan-18 13:17 17.375 105.869 92354 21199 449 along ridge hill evergreen like (dry)   

2-Jan-18 13:45 17.377 105.874 92842 21420 391 along ridge 

after valley with 
bamboo/ tree falls; hill 
evergreen like (dry)  

2-Jan-18 14:22 17.377 105.878 93322 21445 380 descending   

2-Jan-18 14:54 17.380 105.882 93715 21779 247 valley dry evergreen like  

2-Jan-18 15:21 17.379 105.887 94249 21728 221 valley 
dry evergreen like with 
many Lagerstroemia  

2-Jan-18 15:59 17.378 105.894 94953 21628 180 camp1 at river bank  
3-Jan-18 7:53 17.378 105.894 94953 21628 180 camp1 at river bank   

3-Jan-18 8:30 17.384 105.892 94781 22269 188 dry river 

first over hill then down; 
dry evergreen like with 
giant bamboo   
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date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 

3-Jan-18 9:05 17.389 105.896 95135 22805 211 dry river 

dry evergreen like with 
giant bamboo and other 
bamboo   

3-Jan-18 9:31 17.392 105.899 95458 23164 233 
on slope / 
ridge 

dry evergreen like with 
lots of giant bamboo   

3-Jan-18 9:49 17.394 105.900 95630 23365 238 towards cliff 
end of bamboo, tall 
forest hill evergreen like   

3-Jan-18 10:02 17.396 105.901 95747 23644 238 caves 
close to cliff, tall forest 
hill evergreen like 

sleep site 
primates 

3-Jan-18 10:46 17.399 105.902 95841 23916 270 camp2 close to cliff / caves 
langur calls at 
20°? 

3-Jan-18 15:59 17.397 105.901 95756 23663 239 Doucs 
tall forest hill evergreen 
like 

exploration of 
the area, 
encounter Doucs 
>9 indiv (incl. 1 
inf) go to 200° 

3-Jan-18 16:28 17.395 105.903 95968 23488 250 cliff macaques 

visit sleep site where 
previously macaques 
have been seen (17:55 
back to camp)   

4-Jan-18 8:05 17.399 105.902 95841 23916 270 camp2   

4-Jan-18 8:42 17.400 105.898 95346 24022 213 big valley 

after high forest more 
dry evergreen like but 
with EXTENSIVE tree 
falls  

4-Jan-18 9:12 17.402 105.895 95086 24285 218 big valley 

dry evergreen like forest 
but with EXTENSIVE 
tree falls  

4-Jan-18 9:44 17.405 105.893 94866 24567 218 big valley 

dry evergreen like forest 
but with EXTENSIVE 
tree falls & bamboo  
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date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 

4-Jan-18 10:05 17.407 105.891 94624 24750 225 towards cliff 

high forest with lots of 
understory; 
Dipterocarpus, Afzelia, 
Bauhinia etc. 

close to a langur 
sleep site 

4-Jan-18 12:07 17.411 105.894 94985 25198 238 camp3 close to cliff / caves  

4-Jan-18 15:44 17.406 105.891 94649 24744 237 langur sleep 

high forest with lots of 
understory; 
Dipterocarpus, Afzelia, 
Bauhinia etc. 

at 14:56 back to 
langur sleep site; 
17:15 go back to 
camp 

4-Jan-18 17:35 17.407 105.890 94537 24788 213 Doucs 

high forest with lots of 
understory; 
Dipterocarpus, Afzelia, 
Bauhinia etc. 

on the way back; 
Doucs >6 (incl. 1 
inf); 1 ranger 
thinks he saw 
black langurs 
too 

5-Jan-18 7:22 17.411 105.894 94985 25198 238 camp3 close to cliff / caves   

5-Jan-18 8:18 17.407 105.887 94175 24761 256 hill 
hill evergreen like forest 
(dry), some tree falls   

5-Jan-18 8:53 17.406 105.884 93898 24658 237 valley hill evergreen like forest 

potentially area 
okay for survey/ 
transects 

5-Jan-18 9:24 17.404 105.879 93381 24508 264 small hill 
hill evergreen like forest; 
not too tall   

5-Jan-18 9:51 17.401 105.879 93358 24114 266 hill 
hill evergreen like forest; 
not too tall   

5-Jan-18 10:23 17.395 105.880 93436 23463 214 valley 
dry evergreen like forest 
with some tree falls   

5-Jan-18 10:53 17.389 105.878 93213 22790 198 valley 
dry evergreen like forest 
with some tree falls 

close to langur 
sleep site 

5-Jan-18 11:23 17.387 105.871 92526 22604 196 valley center 

dry evergreen like forest 
with huge tree fall and 
lots of Lagerstroemia   
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date local_time_of_day latitude longitude UTM_05 UTM_19 altitude topography forest comments 

5-Jan-18 12:18 17.386 105.861 91455 22515 203 initial camp4 
still in valley; lots of 
small dry riverbeds   

5-Jan-18 13:02 17.387 105.861 91461 22574 234 camp4_2 
moved camp close to 
cliff   

6-Jan-18 7:15 17.387 105.861 91461 22574 234 camp4_2   

6-Jan-18 7:43 17.382 105.858 91154 22036 246 slope up hill evergreen like  

6-Jan-18 8:04 17.381 105.858 91100 21905 350 hill 
hill evergreen like (dry) 
with Hopea  

6-Jan-18 8:30 17.379 105.856 90978 21658 277 small valley 
dry evergreen like with 
bamboo and rattan  

6-Jan-18 8:53 17.379 105.854 90682 21630 328 slope up 
hill evergreen like (dry) 
with Hopea  

6-Jan-18 9:22 17.378 105.853 90590 21564 423 hill 
hill evergreen like (dry) 
with Hopea  

6-Jan-18 9:54 17.373 105.849 90171 21002 400 plateau 

gentle up and down; hill 
evergreen like with 
bamboo and/ or tree 
falls (dry) perhaps suitable 

6-Jan-18 10:10 17.372 105.850 90284 20854 409 old trail 

soon after giant bamboo 
with some trees (e.g., 
Hopea)  

6-Jan-18 11:25 17.372 105.833 88463 20918 179 cave at NP   
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